


The Mini SR is built to last longer and work harder than fickle, dusty, and 
cumbersome power rakes. It's built to create a de-compacted, seed-and-sod-
ready finish, not merely scrape and press like traditional land planes. It's built 
to quickly and safely cut in against foundations and landscaping and around 
irrigation heads, to drastically reduce the time spent hand-grubbing. In short, 
the Mini SR is the perfect combination of brawn and finesse that gives mini skid 
users the power to finish the job.

THE SIMPLEST, MOST EFFICIENT TOOL FOR THE JOB

M1 INCLUDES:
Scarifiers
Finish Rake

M3 INCLUDES:
Scarifiers
Finish Rake
Leveling Blade
Stabilizing Wheels

MANUAL SCARIFIERS 
The scarifiers loosen the ground from 1-5 inches deep with 
adjustable depth control. These durable cast teeth penetrate 
the hardest of conditions, properly preparing the soil for 
optimal seed germination and root growth! With replaceable 
tips, users can count on a tough bite year after year!

HEAVY-DUTY STEEL FINISH RAKE 
The hardened-steel finish rake is 3/4″ thick and set at the optimal angle to the scarifiers, 
providing a second wave of loosening, pulverizing, and finishing. Push or pull to loosen, 
rake, grub, push, and backfill against foundations and landscape features. It’s easy to 
see what you’re doing with the Mini-SR’s low profile, which makes precision work in 
tight spots possible!

UNIVERSAL 0R BOBCAT ATTACHMENTS PLATE
With either the Universal attachment plate or Bobcat mini skid 
attach plate options, the Mini SR can be fitted to a wide variety 
of larger mini skid steers.

I-BEAM DESIGN
Every Mini SR is built tank-tough in the USA with a fully-welded 
I-beam frame. The Mini SR is ready to work as hard as you and 
your crew

The finish is critical when you’re working around 
foundations, landscape features, and high-traffic areas. 
The Mini SR provides the exclusive capability to de-
compact the ground, allowing deeper root penetration 
and an optimal sod- and seed-ready surface! Power rakes 
only penetrate an inch or less, and their weight and rolling 
action compact the soil below that first inch. Land planes 
press and scrape and little else. The Mini SR has tough 
cast scarifiers that can dig up to 5 inches deep and a steel 
finish rake to bust apart hardpan and clumps and leave a 
perfect finish.

When you want to finish the jobs you start the right way, 
the Mini SR can easily cut in against foundations and 
landscape edges and properly prepare the soil for healthy 
turf growth.

Large, heavy tools with poor visibility are prone to damage 
irrigation heads, concrete, and landscape features, but 
hand-labor is time consuming and exhausting. Where a 
light footprint and finesse is required but a powerful tool is 
optimal, the Mini SR gives operators the finesse and power 
to quickly and effectively back-fill, rake, fill, contour, and 
finish! Drastically cut your hand-labor costs and time with 
the efficient, maneuverable, and powerful Mini SR!

SOIL DE-COMPACTION

DITCH THE HAND LABOR

 FEATURES

BOTTOM-LINE ADVANTAGES

M1 QUICK SPEC: 54'' WIDE; 340 LBS.M3 QUICK SPEC: 54'' WIDE; 540 LBS.

Ca l l  Today  fo r  p r i c ing in fo rma t ion or  v i s i t  www.F ib ramu lch .com 
fo r  you r  Hydroseed ing and E ros ion Con t ro l  p roduc ts . 

8711 Keele St. Concord, ON L4K 2N1       Phone:1(905)761-6969  Email: sales@fibramulch.com


